
2.  Drizzled lines and lines using a gutta bottle.  (Expressive lines or Fun 
with Lines?  Fun with Expressive Lines?  Designing with Expressive Lines?). 
Triple Header 

Materials:

GLOSS acrylic paint from Walmart to drizzle

Any acrylic for the gutta bottle

Satay stick

Gutta bottle. Available at our online store for $3.00, include the tip.

# 5 or 7 tip for gutta bottle

Tar gel (optional)


1. Drizzle zebras with GLOSS acrylic. When you drizzle a line 
off a satay stick, it has so much character.  The line varies 
from thick to thin and swings from in control to out of control.  
By making line the main focal point, you can create an 
exciting mixed media interpretation of just about any subject.  
Lines, either passive or dynamic, are an element of art that 
can pack powerful emotion and strong design.  These black 
and white subjects are very popular.  When framed, they fly 
out the door.  I think it is the uniqueness of the drizzled line.    
The Gloss acrylic found at Walmart is the only acrylic paint 
that I have found that will drizzle off a stick.  I have tried many 
brands and drizzling is not one of the qualities found in acrylic 
paint.  There is a new product called “Tar gel”  available that 
will make any acrylic drizzle.   


This image is available to download at no charge.  (Click here)


2.  I will demonstrate painting these cocks using the Gutta Bottle filled with acrylic.  These 
really comical roosters are full of personality.  My goal 
is to capture them in the early morning as they begin 
their busy day.  


This drawing and photo references are available at no 
charge.  (Click here).


3.  Gutta bottle:  Any acrylic paint can be used to fill the gutta bottle...GLOSS or Matt.  After 
four trips to South Africa, I find zebras a very appealing subject.  They 
love to cuddle.   We will paint the zebras with a wet into wet approach.  
Draw the zebras using the gutta bottle.  Allow to dry.  Wet the paper 
back and front and paint the subject wet into wet.  When the 
underpainting is dry, finish with some hard edges.  

This drawing is available to download at no charge.  (Click here)




The following kits are drawings with a reference suitable for gutta 
bottle paintings.  They are available to download at no cost.  
(Click here)


These donkeys are at the Bunratty Folk Park in Ireland.  They 
have so much personality.





Bonus lesson. Gutta bottle. DVD lesson #14 in.  Watercolor without 
boundaries. Cat (click here)





Bonus lesson  #13 watercolor without boundaries. Giraffe. (Click here)





Bonus lesson. Drizzle. Westie dog lesson #11.  Pages 140-141. (Click 
here)





Bonus lesson gutta bottle. Lesson #12. Cone flowers (Click here)



